eficiency in the retromer sorting pathway is known to be associated with the onset of Alzheimer disease (AD), and has been suggested to involve regulation of Amyloid precursor protein (APP) trafficking. Absence of the APP sorting receptor sorLA is also associated to AD, as amyloidogenic processing of APP is increased due to missorting. Reduced activity of either retromer or sorLA thus both lead to enhanced amyloidogenic APP processing, and these pathways are therefore important factors for understanding the development of AD. It is therefore key to outline the neuronal APP trafficking in order to determine the mechanisms that influence AD onset.
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Accumulation of the amyloid β (Aβ)-peptide is widely accepted as a neurotoxic event in AD. The Aβ peptide is produced by cleavages of APP, by the β-and γ-secretases. Alternatively, APP can be cleaved by α-secretase in the nonamyloidogenic pathway predominant in secretory vesicles and at the cell surface. It is becoming evident that the intracellular trafficking of APP determines the accessibility of APP to the cleaving secretases, i.e., APP is processed differently in the endosomes and at the cell surface. Effects on APP localization change the balance between the α-and β-cleavages of APP and can eventually lead to development of AD.
1 Accordingly, it is important to outline the key aspects of neuronal APP trafficking in order to understand the mechanisms that influence AD onset. The complex consists of five proteins arranged in two sub complexes, i.e., a trimer composed of the Vps26, Vps29, and Vps35 and a dimer of two sorting nexin proteins Snx1 and Snx2. [3] [4] [5] Proper retromer-dependent sorting is key for correct trafficking in the endosome-Golgi pathway and subsequent function for several transmembrane proteins, where missorting impairs cargo function and may ultimately lead to disease onset. 6, 7 Studies have shown that deficiencies in the retromer sorting pathway can be linked to late-onset AD. 8, 9 Furthermore, it has been shown that expression of the retromer complex is decreased in vulnerable regions of AD brains, 10 and retromer deficiency in mice and flies increase the production of Aβ, most likely by missorting of APP. 11, 12 Although the retromer complex is believed to be involved in AD by regulating the trafficking of APP, [13] [14] [15] a direct binding between APP and the retromer complex has not yet been found, suggesting the existence of a sorting receptor that bridges APP to retromer.
SorLA (also known as SORL1 and LR11) is a determinant for APP transport, slowing down APPs exit from the TGN and thereby preventing APP from both amyloidogenic and non-amyloidogenic cleavages. 16, 17 SorLA is genetically associated to late-onset AD, 18, 19 and similar to the situation found for retromer expression, there is also an underexpression of sorLA in vulnerable neurons from AD brains. 10 Accordingly, others and we have proposed that sorLA is the molecule that bridges retromer action to APP sorting. 1, 20 we have now determined whether retromer is able to retrieve APP from the endosomal compartments independent of its interaction with sorLA. Accordingly, by triple immunohistochemical staining of SH-SY5Y we found a strong co-localization between APP and retromer (i.e., Vps35) in the presence of sorLA-WT (Fig. 1) . In contrast, there was very little co-localization between APP and Vps35 when cells express the sorLA-FANSHY→6A mutant that is unable to associate with retromer ( Fig. 1) . This set of data clearly demonstrates that sorLA activity is needed to bridge retromer and APP.
Abnormal APP processing upon disrupting the sorLA-retromer complex.
Having identified sorLA as a protein binding both APP and retromer, we next asked whether sorLA also is involved in the mechanism where retromer is reported to decrease amyloid production.
It was therefore of interest to determine how the sorLA mutant, not retrieving back to the perinuclear region, behaved in terms of APP trafficking and subsequent processing. First, to study APP transport we used live cell imaging confirming previous data, which showed that sorLA-WT significantly decreased the velocity and distance traveled by APP. 21 However, upon mutation of the FANSHY motif this effect is completely abolished although the receptor mutant is still able to associate with APP in the TEN. 21 Second, we also found that the APP:sorLA-FANSHY→6A complex formed in the peripheral TEN did not lead to any decrease of Aβ production compared with sorLA-WT binding APP early in the secretory pathway.
These findings lead to a model where retromer and sorLA co-operate in the retention of APP in the perinuclear region, where sorLA is the direct binding partner of APP and retromer functions in the retrieval of sorLA from the endosomal compartment back to early compartments of the secretory pathway (Fig. 2) .
This model explains how genomic deficiency or misfunction of either sorLA or retromer can influence APP processing. This not only shed new light on the mechanism of how retromer deficiency may lead to AD, but also provided new insight of how APP sorting receptors are key players in Aβ metabolism. alanine residues instead of the FANSHY motif (i.e., sorLA FANSHY→6A). Using this sorLA mutant we observed a mis-targeting to endosomal compartments of the mutant receptor in line with retromer's role in retrograde transport.
Subsequently, we focused on the localization of the sorLA-FANSHY→6A by performing co-localization studies between non-mutated sorLA (sorLA-WT) and sorLA-FANSHY→6A within the same cell. These results confirmed that mutated and non-mutated sorLA receptors localize differently, with sorLA-WT found in the perinulear region corresponding to the TGN compartment and sorLA-FANSHY→6A found in a more distal vesicular compartment representing late/recycling endosomes and/or tubular endosomal network (TEN). This clearly shows that a lack of retromer binding alters receptor localization by impairing the retrograde trafficking from peripheral compartments (i.e., the TEN) back to the Golgi.
Based on these observations, we speculated that this mislocalization might influence the function of sorLA keeping APP from processing. This was relevant based on previous findings where we showed that sorLA exert part of its function by slowing APP exit from the Golgi into the secretory pathway whereby APP avoids cleavage by the secretases. 16, 27, 28 In order to analyze the exact role of sorLA in retromer-dependent APP sorting,
A Direct Interaction Between
Retromer and sorLA
In a recent study we provided experimental evidence that sorLA indeed is the molecular link between APP and the retromer sorting complex. 21 The cargo binding activity of the retromer is historically assigned to the trimer of Vps26-Vps29-Vps35, whereas the Snx subunit is responsible for membrane association (reviewed recently in refs 4, 22 ). Numerous studies have previously identified Vps35 as the receptor binding component, 23, 24 however, in our study we have demonstrated that Vps26 binds directly to a cargo receptor, i.e., the cytoplasmic tail of sorLA. This is in line with Vps26 containing an arrestin fold, which is a conformation found to be responsible for cargo-binding activity in other proteins. 25 Also, we found that the receptor interaction with Vps26 was dependent on a phenylalanine residue located in a six amino acid FANSHYsequence in the tail of sorLA. 21 This agrees well with retromer subunits previously shown to prefer binding to aromatic sorting motifs.
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SorLA FANSHY→6A Changes the Localization
To study the functional relevance of the interaction between retromer and sorLA, we generated a sorLA mutant carrying six Schematic model of sorLA-and retromer-dependent transport of APP. After mutation of the FANSHY sequence, sorLA is no longer able to interact with retromer. By disrupting this interaction, sorLA cannot keep APP in the Golgi/tGN compartment. APP will then localize into other cellular compartments where APP is more prone to secretase cleavage. Since endosomal processing leads to production of Aβ, increasing endosomal delivery of APP increases the amyloidogenic processing. this change in localization of APP is important because sorLA can only protect against APP processing when located in the tGN. this is supported by the fact that sorLA-FANSHY→6A cannot protect against APP cleavage. When the retromer binding site is deleted sorLA is not recycled back to tGN, but rather stays in the late endosomal compartment, where sorLA has no impact on APP.
